
NFL POWER RANKINGS
Week 2 Dave Burns

RANK TEAM COMMENT

1 Steelers Once Bell gets acclimated they'll only get better

2 Packers Survived Seattle's defense, which looks like it will be a tall task every Sunday

3 Chiefs That version of Alex Smith could keep the Chiefs on top of this list for a long time

4 Patriots Five times Belichick has lost the opener; three of those seasons ended with SB titles

5 Raiders Lynch was a clock killer in the 4th quarter. Impressive win. 

6 Cowboys The Elliot news changes the dynamic but I still think they're going to regress

7 Falcons Offensively sluggish game. Shanahan might be missed more than they thought.

8 Eagles Not a perfect day but a team on the rise for me.

9 Seahawks Seemingly start slow every year, still waiting for the year where they finish that way.

10 Vikings Bradford chucking the ball deep and Cook making AP a temporary afterthought

11 Ravens T Sizzle reportedly told Tony Jefferson "You were born to be a Raven." 

12 Titans They'll be fine, that was one of the NFL's best they lost to. 

13 Bucs Chaotic first week but I think they're loaded.

14 Panthers Cam and company benefitted from soft landing (49ers) in Week 1

15 Lions The team that was losing 17-9? No. The team that finished with a 26-6 run? Yes. 

16 Broncos Should have won comfortably on MNF but didn’t. 

17 Rams There is no way they'll advance from this ranking. (Famous Last Words)

18 Cardinals I'm trying to convince myself they can still be okay this year. It's not going well. 

19 Giants O-line and running game issues. They were one of the most boring Week 1 teams to watch.

20 Jags Happy for Calais and his monster debut. 

21 Chargers The battle for LA had clear Week 1 winner

22 Saints AP barking at his coach might be the least of their problems

23 Dolphins 16 weeks without a bye is tough

24 Redskins Hard to be a franchise QB when you don't have anybody to throw to

25 Texans They could go 0-16 and JJ Watt is my MVP of 2017

26 Bengals A quarterback who had a worse week than Carson

27 Bills They won? Check. Against the Jets? Uncheck.

28 Bears Competitive but they worked real hard to limit Glennon

29 Browns Competitive vs. Steelers, they are going to be better this year.

30 49ers There's just not much there. 

31 Jets Long year in the Big Apple

32 Colts Clobbered by the Rams. Nuff said. 


